Career Fair

Complete the three steps to earn your Career Fair Fun Patch.

1. **Pick a Dream Career:** What is your dream career? If you could work in any place where would you work? Choose a dream career and write down three things about that career that interest you.

2. **Take a Behind the Scenes Look:** Take a behind the scenes look at your dream career. Virtual tours, articles, and interviews can give you a glimpse into the life of a broadcast journalist, an engineer, a doctor, or even a teacher! See below for some examples to get you started:

   - Virtual tour of a broadcast journalist
   - Day in the life of a teacher
   - Behind the scenes on Broadway

3. **Share with Others:** Write a blog post highlighting the career you chose. Provide a Question & Answer section where you answer the most popular questions about this career and the steps it takes to work in this field.

   You can use this blog tutorial as a helpful starting point!